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FIUTheatre PresentsWAITINGFORGODOT by Samuel Beckett. In the 30 years since WAITIN
FOR GODOT opened at a small, out of the way theatre in Paris, the play has progressed
from first reactions ranging from puzzlement to outright hostility, to presently being regarded
as perhaps the most significant and influential theatrical work of our time.
At first considered to be mystifyingly obscure, it is now seen to be understandable when
approached not as a complex, symbolic puzzle but rather as a beautifully simple theatrical
statement about the nature of human existence.
Once considered to be undramatic, it is now seen to be highly theatrical, so long as one
doesn't expect a conventiona I action fi Iled plot.
Once considered to be bleak and depressing, it is now seen to contain a range of moods
as wide as life - from comic to very serious. It shifts back and forth between these extremes
as rapidly as our lives do. Beckett loved the early film comics - Charlie Chaplin, BusterKeaton,
Laurel and Hardy and the Marx brothers and put much of their type of comedy in WAITING
FOR GODOT. Time has allowed us to see past the bleak first appearance and recognize
the humor it contains.
That GODOT is the single most influential modern play cannot be doubted. Harold Hobson,
for 30 years the main theatre critic for London's SUNDAYTIMES,said its first performance there
\\deeply influenced for good the course of English drama" more than any play of his lifetime ..
It has shown that theatre can be supremely meaningful without being pretentious. The very
allusiveness that tormented early interpreters is its great strength. Each of us reacts instinctively,
finding truths that apply to our own lives. We each have our own Godot we wait for.
It is fitting that WAITING FOR GODOT should again be performed in Miami. Its American
premiere was given at the Coconut Grove Playhouse in 1956. Starring Bert Lahr and Tom
Ewell and advertised as \\the laugh sensation of two continents" it was, in the words of its
director \\a spectacular failure." Audiences came expecting the cowardly lion and got
instead a new theatrical form for which they were not prepared. We think Miami audiences
are ready for the play now.
WAITING FOR GODOT will be directed by Therald Todd, The setting is designed by Rolfe
Bergsman and the costumes by Marilyn Skow. Performance dates are April 7, 8, 9, 14, 15,
16 at 8:00 p.m. in our DM 150theatre. Tickets are $4.00 general admission, S3.00 for students,
FIU students free. Call 554-2895 between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on weekdays for
reservations.
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